
Tunnel reeds, which are developed for multi-
open type Air Jet Loom, have special
shaped dents.
The tendency towards creating superior
quality fabric using higher speed looms
requires improving the quality of reeds.
We have been manufacturing Tunnel Reeds
with the original Duraflex process to answer
the industry's demands for durability,
stability and cost efficiency.

Characteristics
. Dent choice between SUS 301 and

SUS 402-J2 is made after
considering yarn type and fabric
usage.

o Reeds withstand shock and
vibration caused by the high speed
operation of looms.

. Suitable for any weaving conditions
our tunnel reeds edges are beveled
and polished by state-of-the-art
system into exacting form.

. Surface roughness of dent wire is
below 0.5 microns, enabling smooth
weaving for all yarn types.

Process for Dents (Option)
1. Diamond-like Carbon Dents
. Super hard Abrasion Resistant

Coating for Air Jet Tunnel Reeds
(Vickers Hardness > 3000)

o Smooth and uniform surface finish
. Low coefficient of friction
. High resistance to abrasion and

chemical corrosion
2. Super Hard Chromium Plating

r Good abrasion wear resistance
. Vickers Hardness > 800
. Mirror-like surface finish
r Wear resistance plating
o Rust Resistant

:, ;

L: Total length r: Rivet d, : Baulk height (Top)
/ : Workable length E: Straight dents H : Outside height
a:Sidestay F:Baulkthickness w:Dentwirewidth
c: open space d : Baulk heighl (Bottom) AP: Guide height

Quality lnspection
r Each dent is selected with the aid of an inspection tool
. Reed density is measured with precision gauges
. The total number of dents are counted with a photosensitive sensor
. An air-flow checking systern verifies proper air-flow and pressure
. A special adjusting machine is used to discern the proper air-flow

and pressure levels for all tunnel reeds.
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The well-known Duraflex Reeds are manufactured under continuous improvements, always
considering newweaving techniques and yarns, through the efforts of the staff employed. We
recommend the Duraflex Reeds for all kind of high-speed weaving machines.

Characteristics

Precision spacing: perfect dent wire alignment is maintained throughout the novel
Duraflex assembly and bonding procedures. Using a very low heat curing method
guarantees against any expansion or contraction of wires and frame during processing
resulting in perlectlyspaced, straightwires bonded togetherwithout internalstresses.

Durability: the Duraflex reeds have just the right degree of flexibility and resiliency to
absorb the vibrations and shocks transmitted during the weaving process. This shock
absorbing characteristic eliminates broken dentwires and results in longer life in and out
of the loom.

Lighter weight: the Duraflex bonding compounds are B times lighter in weight than
solder and the Duraflex constreuction allows the use of lightweight aluminum channels
to replace the heavy steel strips required by soldered reeds (the total weight is 2/3 of
soldered reeds). This lighterweight means less strain and power requirement on allthe
driving parts of the loom.
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Backreedsaremainlyusedforthewarpingoffilamentyarn. Byusingacombinationofpianowirewith
matte hard chromium plating and double springs, the pitch and number of yarns can be freely
adjusted.

oMinimum Pitch: 1.03 mm
.Maximum Number: 1500
.Expanding Level: About 30%

Standard Workable width
1 800 Type 1200 - 1500 mm

2000 1400 - 1700

2200 1500 - 1850

2300 1600 - 2000

2400 1700 - 2100

2600 1900 - 2350

2800 2000 - 2500
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Single hook reed-For an even number of beams Gharacteristics

' Utility 'o

Leasing for all kinds of yarn is possible.
' Reliability

You can lease certainly, as the
arrangements of warp on beam.

' Easy operation
Operation of lever and rod bars is easy
and takes only shorttime.

' Flexibility
Any numberof leases is available.

Surface Treatment

' Aventurine hard chromium plated
' Hard chromium plated
. Hard chromium double plated
' Hardness HV 850 over
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Double hook reed-For an odd number of beams

Hook reed-For an even number of beams
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lXlLeaseType

4-way Lease Type

2X2 Lease Type

6-way Lease Type

Material
. Piano wire SWP A.
. Stainless steel SU5304

Surface Treatment
. Mat hard chromium plated
. Hard chromium plated

Common Characteristics For All Options
. Hardness over HV800
. Plating thickness over 5 micron

End Rib Options

8-way Lease Type
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Straight Type For Tricot Use
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Dividing Straight TypesVariable Pin Height Type

Slanting Straight Type

ffi WWWW
Frame Options
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Material
. Piano wire SWP A.
. Stainless steel SUS304

Surface Treatment
. Mat hard chromium plated
. Hard chromium plated

Common Characteristics For All Options
. Hardness over HV800
. Plating thickness over 5 micron
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Workable Length

50 mm, 100 mm, 150 mm,200 mm,4inch,6inch

h
Dividing Mechanism

Simple Step Type Leasing Type

4 ru $, $$
Material
. Piano wire SWP A.
. Stainless steel SUS304

Surface Treatment
. Mat hard chromium plated
. Hard chromium plated

Gommon Characteristics For All Options
. Hardness over HVB00
. Plating thickness over 5 micron
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Top Configuration

Standard Fixed Type Varied Pin Height
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Frame Options

Non-Joint type
ffi

Joint type

-

Shape of Tip

Rounded Pointed

tl
Standard Specifications
50 mm 4inch OMIT

inch 2OOm

N N (T)mn N N

'10 2.4 25 1.8 40 l.o 50 z.u
'15

20

1.6

1.2

30

35

1.6

1.4

50

60

1.4

1.2

60
70

1.6

1.4

25 1.0 40 1-2 7A 1.0 80 1.2
30 0.8 45 '1.0 75 1.0 90 1.0

35 0.7 50 1.0 80 0.9 100 1.0

40 0.6 60 0.8 85 0.8 11010.9

65 ]0,7
70 0.7

90 0.8 125 0.8

95 0.8 142 0.7
75 0.6 100 0.7 165 0.6

N = Number of Pins



Types and Ranges of Expandability
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Sta nala r.l Super Type Sl€rdar{i Super Type

50 mm 25 ^.45 25-;199 37.1 - 59.3 65,' A1

4-iilch (1Oi.6 mm) 55"95 5'1 101 4 51- 1{15 131.7'-"161.7

6-inch {152..1 mm) 80 " 145 1 4n ^- 203

200 mm tc5- 1C5 101 - 199.8 17- 72t:

Super Expansion configuration at maximum elongation

Using two specially designed frame lengths,
superior straightness can be achieved with 99.7%
elongation of the total comb element lengh. This
allows for easieryarn ingertion and a range of pitch
settings double that of previous expansion
systems.

Standard

Super Expansion
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The Super Comb has increased accuracy in the area of the comb joints
resulting in more stable pitch across the length of expansion assembly like
that of a straight comb.

The needles are arranged with micron-level accuracy using a digitally
controll€d machining process. The joint segments at both ends of the comb
frame are also produced with the same digitally controlled machining process
resulting in more stable reed segment connections and thickerframing around
the end pins, preventing pin breakage in the area of the frame joints. A new
frame joint configuration results in a greater range of angles between combs
and.increased maximum lengths. This solderless process makes the Super
Combs much more environmentally friendly products than their previous
versions. i
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Combining precise, central pitch required for expander combs with greatly
increased expand ability made possible by ,Super Comb 50."

DualMotion
The centraljoint is designed to protect a constant warp pitch at that point while the left and right two-
part expansion grou ps al low for adj ustable spacing.

High Precision
The combination of the Super Comb's high precision pitch and the highly reliable joint structures result
in amounts of expand ability across the width of the comb while highly accurate warp yarn alignments
are strictly maintained.

Real Straightness
The Super Expansion system employed allows for practically perfect, true alignment of yarns while
allowing for 200% expand ability, which means that results across wider widths have been greatly
improv'ed. "i
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Expanders are used for the warping of spun yarn. By using
dents (or piano wire) with mat hard chromium platiqg and
pitch and numberof yarns can be freely adjusted.

a combination of
double springs,

flat
the

l'-l
Minimum Pitch: 1.Smm (wire); 1.8mm (dents)
Maximum Number of Dents: 1000 Expand
Ability:About 25%
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Maintenance Tool Series
For More Stable Air Jet Loom Operation

Maintenance Tool Series products are designed to use on the looms. ln order to return to the best
setting, these devices measure various elements of the reed, which change over the lifetime of the
reed. By using these products, weavers can gain maximum performance of their looms and reeds and
more stable operation is achieved.

On-Loom Reed Gleaner. TR-7600

This product cleans the tunnel groove while the warp is
still drawn in. lt removes debris effecting airflow in the
tunnel, resulting in more stable weft passage and higher
quality cloth and the reed never leaves the loom.

Nozzle I nspector. TR-7700

This product tests and allows for easier adjustment of the
setting of sub-nozzles. The three meters display data
indicating the conditions of angular nozzle settings and
airshower

Portable Air Ghecker . TR-7800

Following loom maker standards, this checker can be set
to measure airflow for a specific kind of reed, determining
airflow variations related to debris buildup or abrasion.
Measurements are shown on a digitaldisplay.



STAINLESS STEEL HEDDLE BARS

Our heddle bars are made of specific stainless
steel material suitable for all kinds of heddles.
End shapes can be modified for easier insertion.
Available for length up to 2500 mm.

Common end shapes:
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